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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Jorge Luis Tovar Díaz has contributed to the dictionary with 7863 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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penitentes de semana santa
Easter penitents are those who Friday practice in public to pay a manda or thank God a favor or a miracle to a Saint or a
divinity.

penninos
Penninos: Mountain chain of the United Kingdom, in England. It extends from Scotland to the cond. Derby. Maximum
height 900 m., at Cross Feel.

pentavalente
Pentavalent: adj.   (Quim ) It is said is the chemical element that has 5 Valence.

pentecostés
1- Jewish holiday celebrated seven weeks after the second day of Passover, commemorating the delivery of the Tablets
of the Law to Moses.   2- Religious feast celebrated on the seventh Sunday after Easter, commemorating the descent of
the Holy Spirit upon the apostles. 

pentium
Pentium was a range of processors and microprocessors developed by Intel Corporation in 1993, a few years after the
appearance of the 386 and 486 processors.

peñanieto
Peñanieto is a surname of Spanish origin, which might have given rise to the surnames penalty and grandson, but also
might be on the contrary, i.e. that the surnames penalty and grandson were taken to form a single surname: Peñanieto.

peñarredonda
Penarredonda is a surname which is believed to be of Spanish origin.

peñonera
In the colloquial language in Colombia, a peñonera is a confrontation between two or more people, in which stones,
rocks and rocks are used. 

pepazo
In the colloquial language, a pepazo is a bullet.

pepazo
Pepazo: ( m.  ) Once as the pit or seed of a fruit such as mango, avocado, etc.

pepes
Pepes: Acronym for persecuted by Pablo Escobar. Los Pepes was a group of people whose members are
autoproclamaban victims and pursued Pablo Escobar Gaviria.

pepsi



Pepsi, also known as Pepsi-Cola, is a drink gas originating from United States. In Colombia it is produced by Postobon
soda.

pepsi cola
The pepsi cola, sometimes called "pepsi" is a fizzy drink native to the United States of America.  In Colombia it is
produced, packaged and distributed by Gaseosas Postobón .

pepsina
Pepsin: f. (Biol.  ) Ferment secreted by the stomach, which helps with the digestion of food.

peptonas
Peptones: f. (Biol ) Name various derived proteins soluble in water, not colloidal and which does not coagulate by heat,
from the disintegration of the complex proteins by the action of pepsin and other proteinases.

pequeña porción de algo
It is a crumb, a migajita, a crumb.

pequeñez
Smallness: (f.  ) 1 - quality of small.   2 tiny thing of little importance.

pequeñísimo
Tiny: Superlative of small.  Which is very small. 

pequeño mayorista
A small wholesaler is a small merchant who owns a small distributor for wholesale goods.

pequeño minorista
A small retailer is a small retailer that sells retail goods.

perácido
Peracido: m.   (Quim.  ) Generic name of organic acids of the formula R-CO-O-OH. This name is also given to some
inorganic acids in which the element that gives them name appears with maximum Valence.

percha
Hanger: f. in Colombia ( colloquial ) clothing that is sunset, clothing, costumes.

percusionista
Percussionist: ( m. and f.  ) A person who plays a percussion instrument in a musical group.

perdedor
Loser: (adj.  ) That loses.



perder la cabeza
When it is said that someone lost his head, it means that he lost his reason, the trial, he went crazy.  Normally this
expression is used figuratively.

perder los estribos
Lose self-control, angry, angry.

perder tiempo
Spend time or waste time: let the hour or the time without doing something that is pending to do.

perdices
Partridges: Plural of Partridge.  A Partridge is a gallinacea bird that has a dove-like shape and size.

perece
Looks: ( from look like or resemble )  It has similarity, it resembles. It seems, it seems.

perece
If refers to the verb to perish, die, cease to exist: " I forgot to water the plants for a week, and some died ".

pereirano
Pereirano ( and Pereirana ) Person born in the city of Pereira, in the department of Risaralda in Colombia. 

perendengue
Perendengue: m. ornament that women are placed in the lobes of the ears; and, by extension, any objects ornament of
little value.

perfumen
Perfume is incorrectly written and it should be written as "perfume." being its meaning:<br>Perfume: m.  1 Substance
that pleasant odor: many companies in France have a reputation for making good quality perfumes.  2 Pleasant smell: "I
love the perfume of the rose ". Synonym: fragrance.

perianal
Perianal: Relative to the perineum and the year. Example: perianal area.

perilla
Object that is similar to a pear-shaped, as some locks that have two, one on the outside of the door and another inside,
and that by turning it after entering the key, opens the door.

perillas
A knob is an object that has a PEAR-like shape. Some locks have two knobs, one to open out and another pra open
inside.

periodo menstrual



Menstrual period: Period of between four and seven days that occurs each month, in which the woman who is not
pregnant eliminates a viscous substance comprised of blood and other elements: some women suffer from severe pain
in the belly during the menstrual period. Synonyms: Menstruation, rule, period, menstrual cycle.

periodoncia
Periodontics is the part of dentistry that is responsible for the diagnosis and treatment of periodontal diseases.

periodoncista
Periodontist is the dental practitioner specializing in the care of the gums and in the treatment, diagnosis and prevention
of diseases of the tissues supporting the teeth (periodontal ligament, alveolar bone, gums, among others).

peritaje
Expertise: ( m.  ) Analysis and study carried out an expert.

permanentemente
Permanently: (Adv.  ) On a permanent basis, constantly.

permisión
In some regions of the province of Colombia use the term permission as a synonym of curse, for example say: "That
man was furious throwing permissions ". It means that he was throwing or saying curses; then the other meaning could
be curse; thus enabling: curse, phrase with which he denies or curses.

perpetuante
A person who is perpetuated or keeps for a long time in an activity or occupation.

perpretar
commit is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Commit." being its meaning:<br>Commit a crime, crime, attack,
etc.: "They surprised the thief perpetrating a robbery at the House's neighbor ".

perrada
Dog: f. 1 - group of dogs. 2. own dog action. 3. unworthy, vile, despicable and malicious action.

perrata
Perrata, is an adjective that is used in colloquial language, and applies to something of poor quality or of little value. 

perratear
Perratear: ( colloquial ) Stigmatize, making fun of someone, " suck gallo ".

perrear
Perrear: vb. 1 cumbanchar. 2 walking holidays or farra, especially the rhythm of Reggaeton and aggressive rhythms.
This word has been introduced in Latin America mainly by the singers of Reggaeton.

perrencazo



Perrencazo: ( s.m.  ) Swipe with some object.

perrenque
Perrenque: Strength, power, firmness.

perreo
1. the " perreo " called thus by the singers of Reggaeton, is a kind of dance or party making rhythm of champeta,
Reggaeton and other popular rhythms. 2 cumbancha, bembé, disorder.

perrera
Kennel.    1- Woman whose job is to collect abandoned or stray dogs.    2- Place intended to enclose dogs.    3-
Institution responsible for collecting abandoned or lost dogs.   4- Wand that is used to scare or scare away dogs. 

perro caliente
Food or food fast consisting of a sausage served in a bread soft, elongated and that is seasoned with mustard,
mayonnaise, chopped onion and tomato sauce.

perro guardián
A guard dog is a dog that is trained to guard or protect something or someone. 

perro policía
A police dog is a dog that has been trained to help or support police forces in different tasks. 

perro salchicha
It is a breed of dog originating in Germany, whose specimens are characterized by small size, elongated body, thin
snout, short legs, ears are long and hanging, and usually Brown, black, dark brown or Brown and black short hair.

perrotta
Simone Perrotta is an Italian former footballer of English origin.  He worked as a midfielder.

persecutor
Marauder: (adj.  ) 1 - chasing.   2. in cycling, runner that goes behind the leader trying to reach it and overcome it.

perseguidos
Persecuted : 1- Plural of persecuted .   You mean, wanted, harassed.    2- "Los Persecuted", was the slogan of Denim
jeans, very popular until a few years ago in Colombia.

persépolis
Persepolis: Capital of the ancient empire Persia, founded by Darío I and destroyed by Alexander the great (331 before
C.  )  .    Until recently kept the remains of the palaces of Darius and Xerxes.

persona de bien
A person of good is a person of good repute, and who does good and not evil; in short, he is a good person. 



persona de pocas pulgas
A 34 person; few flea " He is a person who gets angry easily and everything bothers you or worries him.

persona no grata
A person non grata ( from the latin person non grata ) It is a person who by action or any offensive comments against
something or someone, not is accepted or received by a community or a social group.

personalidad avasallante
Overwhelming personality: overwhelming personality.

personita
A little person is a boy or a girl.

pertrechos
Ammunition: m.   ( Pl.  ) Supplies needed for a purpose set.

perturbación funcional
Alteration in the normal functioning of the human body, caused by some causal or pathogenic agent, or an accident,
which limits the development of everyday activities as walking, speaking, see, hear, etc.

pervivencia
Survival : ( f .  ) Action and effect of pervivir .

pescadería
A fishmonger is a commercial place where all kinds of fish are sold. 

pescador
Fisherman ( ra ) 1- Person who fishes by trade or hobby.    2- .    A fisherman is a woman's jean, longer than a bermuda.

pescador en fútbol
In football, is known as " fisherman " the attacker, who is usually the 40 centrodelantero; marked with no. 9 ) attacks
always is in the area of the opposing team to receive the ball or to " fish " a rejection or a bad delivery of any defender
and thus score a goal.

pescaíto
Fish is the name of a district of the city of Santa Marta, Colombia. It is very popular because there have been born some
glories of Colombian soccer.

pescar
Find someone, find it and deal with it: "I was to Camilo home, but " caught " in the corner ".

pescar en rio revuelto



Take advantage of a situation of confusion to make a profit.

pescozón
A pescozón is a blow that occurs in the neck or chest with fists or with an open hand.

peseta
The peseta was the currency of Spain until few years ago when it was replaced by the euro.

pesetas
Pesetas, is the plural of peseta, currency unit of Spain up to some years ago, when it was replaced by the euro.

pesista
A weightlifter is an athlete who participates in a competition called weightlifting.

pesitos
Pesitos, diminutive of weights.  The peso is the currency unit of Colombia.  Colloquially the word "pesitos" is used to
refer to money. 

peso argentino
Peso is the name of the official currency of the Argentine Republic; It is called "Argentine peso" to differentiate it from the
Colombian peso, the Mexican peso and the Chilean peso. 

peso cubano
Peso, is the name of the monetary unit of Cuba.  It is called the Cuban peso to differentiate it from the Colombian peso,
the Mexican peso, and the Chilean peso.  Its symbol is $ . 

peso mexicano
The peso, is the currency unit of Mexico, is called Mexican peso, to differentiate it from the Colombian peso. 

peso pesado
Heavyweight, also called full weight is a superior to the heavyweight boxing category.  The boxers in this category must
weigh more than 90 pounds.

pestañina
The pestanina is a female use cosmetic; It serves for colouring, highlighting, and Outline tabs.

peste negra
The Black Plague was the biggest epidemic in Europe.  It happened between 1. 346 and 1 . 347, ravaging about half of
Europe's total population at that time.

petacazo
In the colloquial language, a petacazo is a drink of brandy, whisky or any other liquor.



peticionario
Petitioner (ria), is the person who makes or files a petition with an authority or before a public or private entity.  The
request can be verbal or written. 

petro
In Venezuela, "Petro" was the name given by Nicolás Maduro to the sovereign cryptocurrency, which was backed by oil
assets to carry out transactions safely and directly to avoid blockades and embargoes and get new resources for that
country. 

petronio
Petronio was a Roman writer ( 1st century ). He was a friend and Advisor of Nero, but fell into disfavor and life removed
until Nero condemning him. He wrote a satire which criticized the errors of the Emperor and Satyricon work.

petróleo
Petroleum : ( male noun ) Fuel mixture of hydrocarbons, dark color and found in liquid state inside the Earth.

pez gordo
Big Fish: 1- Very wealthy person, who has a lot of power, influence and importance.    2- A "big fish" is an individual who
has a lot of power and importance within an organization that engages in some kind of illicit activity. 

pésame
Condolences: ( s.m.  ) An expression with that sense of grief, sorrow or grief manifests itself by the death of a person.
The sympathy is given to the family closest of the deceased, in particular to the spouse, brothers, fathers, sons,
nephews and cousins.   " Lot " sorry, " Accompany you in your pain, " " My most heartfelt condolences, " they are the
most common ways to give condolences.

pésame
Condolences can be by telephone, via e-mail, via Whatsapp, via a handwritten message or text message, or leaving a
note written in the book of condolences in the funeral service.

phylum
Phylum: m. In taxonomy, a classification category.

pic-nic
Picnic or picnic: m.  Expression of English origin.  1. Casual meal that is served and is enjoyed in an open space,
outdoors, preferably in a location with a lovely panoramic view. 2. Food is made and served in the field.

pica pica
Pica Pica or itching powder: kind of tickling, itching or itching all over the body, which sometimes is accompanied by
itching or itching.

picada
1- A meat bite is a dish that consists of pieces of meat accompanied by cassava, patacón, cooked potatoes or French
fries.     2- Mixed picada, is the one that carries two types of meat : beef and chicken meat.   3- three-phase chopped, is
the one containing three types of meat : beef, chicken and pork.



picado de culebra
When we say that a person is " 34 snake bite; not is that has suffered a bite of this animal, in fact what is meant is that
this person is angry, furious, furious, frantic.

picador
Chopper: m. Bullfighter of a horse that pica pole to the bulls.

pican espuelas
Chop the horse with Spurs: action made by the rider, and consists of spur the horse so he rushed the passage or start
galloping.

picapasto
A picapasto machine, also called grass grinder is a machine that serves to chop or cut grass and other plants such as
sugar cane, corn, etc.

picapleitos
Shyster: m.  Troublemaker litigation. 2 Man cheat.

picar el ojo
Close and open one eye quickly, leaving the other open to make a signal.

picatodo
It's a small electric kitchen machine; As its name suggests, it is used to chop or crush everything, especially vegetables,
meats (chicken, beef, pork, lamb, etc.).  ) 

picárselas
Said of a person, boast, given pretensions, believing himself to be the ultimate.

picheo
In baseball, throwing the ball by the pitcher to the batter. 

pichirri
Pichirri is an adjective of the colloquial language, which makes reference to something very small, of little value.

pichón
Squab: It is a surname of unknown origin. It can be found in Spain and some parts of South America.

pick-up
Pick-up: English voice.   (In Colombia told peak ).  Electromagnetic device that transforms electrical currents which are
then amplified the vibrations of a CD, DVD or a turntable player. A pick-up is usually equipped with a powerful amplifier
machine and several speakers of medium or large size.

pickup



A pick-up, also known in Colombia as "Stung", is an electromagnetic device that transforms the vibrations of a CD, DVD
or a turntable player.  A pick-up is usually equipped with a powerful amplifier machine and several speakers or speakers
of medium or large size.

pico de pato
Duckbill dinosaurs were herbivorous dinosaurs that were characterized by having a wide and long beak resembling a
duck's beak. 

pico y cédula
In Colombia, the "peak and certificate" is a measure that is applied to contain the spread of the Covid-19, consists of
restricting the movement of people through the different, streets, roads and avenues in all the cities, taking as reference
the last digit of the identity card.  For example, persons whose certificate ends in 1 will not be able to circulate on
Mondays.

pico y placa
In Colombia, " pico and plate " It is a measure which is applied to improve traffic, that is to restrict the movement of a
number of vehicles in some hours of the day or certain days of the week, taking as a reference the last number plate of
the vehicle. For example, those vehicles whose plate finished in 1 not may circular them days Monday, and those whose
plate finished in 2 not may circular them days Tuesday; and so on.

picotazos
Peck: Peck Plural. Blow that gives a bird with beak.

picotero
Picotero ( 41 ra;: owner of a pick-up.

picotero
In Colombia, especially along the Atlantic coast is called picotero ( ra ) the person who is responsible for selecting and
playing music at the pick-up in a dance or verbena.  The " pick up " at the same time it is a reproductive system of
music, of large size, which is known in Colombia as " " picó.

picó
Picó: m. term with which the English expression is castellanizó " pick up " it is a reproductive system of music or large
size turntable. Not confusing with " 34 peak;   ( no tilde ) It is the sharp peak of a mountain.

pie de hierro
An iron stand is a shoe consisting of a base and a platform that is similar to a foot, in which Shoemaker supports or
enter the shoe repair.

piedecuestano
Piedecuestano ( and piedecuestana ) Persona born in the municipality of Piedecuesta, in the department of Santander
in Colombia.

piedrabuena
Piedrabuena: Municipality of Spain, in the province of Ciudad Real. Cereals, vines, olive trees. Won sheep and goat.



Canned food, oils, herinas.

piedradura
Stonestone was the name of a small imaginary town where Fred Flintstone resided with his family and his inseparable
pet, which was a small dinosaur named Dino. 

piedrazo
A piedrazo is a blow given with a stone.

piel tersa
Soft, clean, radiant skin.

piercing
Piercing is a word of English which in Spanish translates: drilling. Piercing: 1 - drilling that will make some people in
some parts of the body, primarily in the ears for placing in them earrings, piercings or other beads. 2. small gadget or
metallic beading which some people are inserted into these holes. In Colombia there is a popular maxim: " The man who
is left to pierce the ears leaves is drill 34 else;.

piernaslocas
Crazy Legs Crane, is a character who stars in a cartoon series.  It is a small yellow chicken with the face of a mosquito,
which constantly chases a dragonfly with the intention of catching it.  Crazy Legs Crane is good friends with The Pink
Panther, so he sometimes acts in this other cartoon series. 

piernota
Piernota is the augmentative of leg;  given that are two legs of a woman, for example, is better in plural ( 41 piernotas;.

pierre iván
Pierre Ivan is a masculine proper name.  It can be inferred that its origin is French or Spanish, since it is composed of
the name Pierre (own name of French origin) and by the name Ivan (own name of Spanish origin).

piesero
Piesero: m.  Part of a bed facing the headboard, where rest the feet when a person sleeps. Contrary: header.

piesero
Piesero: m.  Part of a bed facing the headboard, where rest the feet when a person sleeps. Contrary: header.

pietro beretta
Pietro Beretta. Is an automatic pistol caliber 9 mm. It is equipped with a provider that is capable of storing up to 15
cartridges. When it is operated, cartridges ranging through automatically from the supplier into the bedroom, where one
can be struck or in the form of blast.

pilandera
Pilandera: ( f.  ) A woman who is engaged to pilar rice to separate dry grain shell.



pilandera
Pilandera: ( f.  ) A woman who is engaged to pilar rice to separate the dry grain shell.

pilas
In popular jargon, to have the batteries on is to be attentive, to be ready, to be prepared to take action.  It is also called
"being stacks". 

pilato
Pontius Pilate: Roman Procurator in Judea.  Known for his involvement in the death of Jesús of Nazareth, who gave to
the Jews, after whipping him, for fear of threats from the crowd.

pili
Pili: It is affectionate to call or refer to the feminine proper name Pilar.

pillao
Hector " Pillao " Rodriguez is a singer, especially of vallenata music. Although his appearances in the world of the disc
have been few, it has also proven luck as composer.

pillo
Crook: adj. thief, thief, Playboy.

piloso
Hairy, sa: in Colombia is a diligent, active, acting with speed, dedication and care. Synonyms: efficient, fast.

piloto automático
The autopilot is a device that is capable of guiding a ship or aircraft without the participation or with minimal involvement
of a human. 

pimpinazo
Pimpinazo: Beat given with a pimpina.

pimpinero
In the Department of La Guajira in Colombia, on the border with Venezuela, a pimpinero or pimpinera is a person who is
engaged in selling gasoline at pimpinas.

pin
P.I.N.: Abbreviation of Personal Identification Number ( in Spanish number of identification staff ) It is a number that use
certain devices electronic way of password or key.

pinche
Click: ( m. and f.  ) Kitchen helper that performs auxiliary tasks like peeling potatoes, yucca, bananas; wash vegetables,
washing dishes, etc.



pinche madre
The expression " click mother " It is widely used in Mexico to remind the progenitor to someone. In Colombia is
equivalent to " son of " which is abbreviated " 34 hijuemadre; in Venezuela used " cone e '' mother ". Also in these and
other countries also tend to use more strong or thicker gauge like expressions: " son of a bitch "   ( bitch 41, " son of
bitch " " son of sow "   ( hijuepuerca; 41, etc.

pincher
Pincher or pinscher, is a breed of dog of German origin and whose specimens were previously used for the care of
farms and as watchdogs. Nowadays they are used more as company dogs.

pingarria
Pingarria ( s .  F.  ) In popular jargon : Lazy, lazy .

pingo
Pingo: Word very used in the departments of Santander and Norte de Santander in Colombia, to refer to a person who
is not known or not to say the name.

pinpina
A basic rule of spelling says ' that before b and p should be entered m ' Then the correct script is: PIMPINA.

pinta fiestera
A party pint is that suitable and adequate clothing for attending a party.

pinta sabatina
It is suitable and proper clothing to be displayed one day Saturday.

pintarrajear
Deface: vb. Paint of various colours and without art one thing.

pintorretear
Pintorretear: Paint of various colours and without art one thing.

pintoso
Pintoso and pintosa: ( adjs.  ) In Colombia, well dressed person.

pintura fresca
1- Fresh paint is the paint that is applied on a rustic surface.   2- On the other hand, the phrase "fresh paint" appears in
the song DING DONG DING DONG, performed by Leonardo Favio : ".  .  .  if she says that cats I say fresh paint, if she
says better Favio I say Palito Ortega .  .  . "

pintura fresca
1- Fresh paint is the paint that is applied on a rustic surface.   2- On the other hand, the phrase "fresh paint" appears in
the song DING DONG DING DONG, performed by Leonardo Favio : ".  .  .  if she says that cats I say fresh paint, if she
says better Favio I say Palito Ortega .  .  . "



pionner
Pionner: (pronounced payonir).  1 is an English word which in Spanish translates: pioneer.   2 it is a brand of Japanese
appliances, especially audio, radiopasacintas and televisions.

pipe
Pipe: It is affectionate call or refer to Felipe.

pipilito
Pipilito: m. name given in the colloquial language to the penis of your baby or toddler.

pipita
Pipita: Nickname with which is known to the player of football, Gonzalo Higuaín, who serves the team Real Madrid of
Spain.

pipona
Pipona: ( adj.  ) A woman who has the big belly because of pregnancy. In Argentina, it equates to panzona bellied.

pipón
Pipón, na: in some countries of South America, fed up with food.

pique
Pique: m. In football, at any pace that initiates a forward to receive a ball that has recovered a teammate and will surely
go on long pass to near the area or the opposing goal.

piqueria
The vallenata piqueria is a verbal confrontation like the Antioquian trova and the llanero contrapunteo. It is a duel
between acordeoneros, verseadores and even singers, that one and another competitor uses stanzas, or laden with
sarcasm and mockery verses in order to ridicule the opponent's turn.

piquito
Piquito : 1- Name given in the colloquial language to the nipple.   2- Diminutive peak.

pirata informático
A pirate software, also known as " 34 hacker; It is a person that dedicates itself to access illegally to systems or
computer programs, web pages, accounts of mail, etc, in order to manipulate them, intervene them, stalking them or
alter them.

pircin
Pircin: Form castellanizada from the English word piercing.

pirigallito
Pirigallito: ( s.m.  ) Name given to the clitoris in the colloquial language. Synonym: Pirigallo.



pirigallo
Pirigallo: m. common name given to the clitoris.

piromorfita
Pyromorphite: f. (Ore )  Natural lead with addition of chlorine phosphate. It occurs in crystals of hexagonal base, green
color and waxy or adamantine luster. It is isomorphic with apatite and is frequently along with galena in this last ore
mines.

piróforo
Piroforo: m.   (Quim.  )  Name of several substances that sprayed in the air they ignite spontaneously, as certain
compounds of nickel and iron. These substances are said to be pyrophoric.

pirueta
Pirouette: ( feminine noun ) 1 jump or move fast and hard. 2 somersault or turn quick and agile that occurs in the air or
on a surface.

pirulí
A lollipop is a small candy or candy.

pirú
Piru or pirul: m. tree twisted trunk and globose fruit, whose seed has a pepper-like taste. This tree is native to Mexico.

piscinazo
A glupby is a bath or quick dip that anyone takes it in a swimming pool.

piscinazo
In football, is known as " glupby " the action in which a player, simulating a foul in the area, thrown to the ground 40. ) it
grama seeking to deceive the referee and punish the maximum penalty. If the referee is aware it will not be in trick, and
on the other hand will show the yellow card to the jugagor.

piscinazo
In football, is known as " glupby " the action in which a player, simulating a foul thrown to the ground 40. ) it grama in the
area, seeking to deceive the referee and thus punish maximum penalty. If the referee is attentive and close the move, it
will not be fooled and instead will show yellow card the player that simulated the failure.

pisco
In the departments of Santander and Norte de Santander, in Colombia, this word is used in a somewhat derogatory
manner to refer to a man that is not known or not to say his name: " Ole, hand, tell that pisco that you rush, that we are
going to arrive late ".

pisco
In the departments of Santander and Norte de Santander, in Colombia, this word is used in a somewhat derogatory
manner to refer to a man that is not known or not to say his name: " Ole, hand, tell that pisco that you rush, that we are
going to arrive late ".



pissis
Pissis: Peak of the Andes, in the province of Catamarca, (41 Argentina; bordering Chile. Height: 6780 m.

pistola taser
It is a shock that shoots lightning and which is used to immobilize a person or an animal. This non-lethal weapon is
especially used by some police forces to immobilize a person who becomes violent and aggressive or who resists
arrest.

pitazo
Whistle: m. high-pitched sound produced by the Woodpecker to be powered with lips.

pitazo
A " 34 whistle; It is a notice that is given to someone about something that can be useful or to warn him of any imminent
risk.

pitazo
Whistle: m. beat given with a whistle.

pitazo final
In football, the final whistle is the whistle that the referee, with which ends the party. There are actually three whistles
followed giving the referee raising his right hand to indicate the end of the match; This occurs at minute 45 of the second
half.

pitbull
Pitbull (and also pit bull), is the name of a breed of dog, whose specimens are trained for fighting and as guard dogs. 

pitido
Beep : ( s .  M.  ) 1- Sound emitted by a dick .    2- Protest whistle.

pitiriasis alba
In medicine, specifically in dermatology, Pityriasis alba is a benign disease of the skin characterized by the appearance
of small white spots in some areas of the body, especially on the face.  These small spots that are also known with the
common name of " 34 cloths; they disappear with a proper dermatological treatment.

pitorrearse
Pitorrearse .     ( v .   Pron.  ) Making fun of someone or something. 

pitón
In Chile, Ecuador and Honduras, metal nozzle, adjusted at the end of the hose, which is equipped with a mechanism
that regulates the intensity and spray pattern.

pitufear
Pitufear: ( vb.  )  Behave like a smurf. The Smurfs are about characters from a children's television series; they are a few
animated dolls who wear blue and white, and they are known for their appellations: grumpy, Dopey, Joker, Vanidoso



and greedy are some of them.

pivijayero
Pivijayero (and pivijayera) Person born in the municipality of Pivijay, in the department of Magdalena in Colombia. 

pix
PIX: Apocope of pixel ( colloquial ) A pix or pixel is the smallest of the homogeneous color units that make up a digital
image.

pixel
Pixel: m.  Word of English. Picture element; element Pictotico 40 ) the child elements of an image that can be color or
intensity.

pizero
Pizer ( ra ) or pizza ( ra )  : Person who manufactures and sells pizza.

pizzero
Pizza and de: ( adj.  ) A person who manufactures or sells pizzas.

pícher
Picher: 1 - Spanish form of the English word "pitcher" which translated into the Spanish means Launcher.   2. in
baseball, the picher is precisely the pitcher.

pío
PIO, is the sound that imitates the voice of hatchlings of some birds, especially the voice of the chicks.

plaguicida
Pesticide: adj. insecticide that fights and kills all types of pests.

plan b
Referred to as " Plan B-" the secondary plan to follow where the main plan fails or is aborted by an unforeseen event.

plan c
It is called "Plan C" to the alternative plan to follow in case plans A and B fail or are aborted by some unforeseen event. 

plan candado
Lock plan: It is a police procedure that involves closing or monitor all outlets within a perimeter for one or more criminals
fleeing after committing a theft, manage to escape.

plan d
Actually, the "Plan D" may not exist, otherwise it could be defined as: Alternative plan to follow in case plans A, B and C
fail or are aborted by some unforeseen event. 



plan de choque
A plan of shock is an urgent plan which is being implemented in order to prevent a negative contingency that it is
believed that it can occur during the execution of a process or a particular fact.

plan méxico
It is a plan that the United States of America plans to implement, which consists of sending army troops and economic
aid to Mexico to confront the drug cartels and also to contribute to the eradication of illicit crops.  For the implementation
of this plan will obviously need the approval of the Mexican government. 

plan méxico
It is a plan that the United States of America plans to implement, which consists of sending army troops and economic
aid to Mexico to confront the drug cartels, and also to contribute to the eradication of illicit crops.  For the implementation
of this plan will obviously need the approval of the Mexican government. 

plan tortuga
The "turtle plan" is an operation in which the pace and speed of work in a public or private office become extremely slow
because of a labor protest or as a prelude to a stoppage or strike. 

planadas
Planadas, is the name of a town located in the Department of Tolima in Colombia.

planazo
Planazo : ( m .  ) Hit with the flat part of a machete .

planoteca
Also: f. in the Office of an architect Cabinet or rack in which are stored flat and other related documents.

plañidera
Weeper: f. woman was paid to that so cried in the accompaniment of the funeral processions.

plasma
Plasma: m.  Liquid part of the blood circulation, where are the substances that are used for nutrition, renewal and
resconstitucion of the tissues. Today, through special processes of conservation, has been that this fluid does not lose
its properties once outside the body human, which has made possible the creation of blood with quality banks
reservations plasma filling, ready for use when necessary.  2 (FIS.  )  Gas only composed of charged particles of
electricity ( 41 ions; at enormous temperatures.

plasticidad
Plasticity: f. (FIS.  ) Property presenting certain materials keep the deformation produced by outer action once this
ceased.

plastocito
Plastocito: m. Blood platelet.



platal
Large sum of money.

platanito
Platanito : Banana diminutive . 

plateño
Plateño ( and plateña ) Person born in the municipality of Plato, in the Magdalena department in Colombia. 

plato dulce
Candy dish: It is a type of dish that stands out as sweet as a dessert, flan, a pudding, etc., that is usually served for
breakfast, as a snack or after a meal.

plato fuerte
The highlight is the main dish, the most appetising, and hence the most requested a meal.

plato típico
The typical dish is the dish that like most and most consumed in a city, region or country; It is also the dish that
represents the particular tastes of the majority of the people inhabiting the place. For example, the typical dish of Spain
is paella; of Buenos Aires ( Argentina ) is roast lamb; of Sincelejo ( Colombia ) is the mote of cheese; the other regions
of Colombia and Barranquilla is the churrasco.

play
In a video, radio cassette, CD or DVD player, set the play button serves to reproduce what is recorded on the tape, disk,
CD or on the DVD.

playonero
Playonero and playonera: rustic, vulgar, impolite person.

playstation
PlayStation: Word of English. It is a video game console is used primarily for the storage of games.

plaza garibaldi
Mythical square, located in the historic centre of the city of Mexico. Dozens of cafes and restaurants, are located in the
surroundings of Piazza Garibaldi ideal for tasting delicious meals and exquisite tequilas. The most characteristic in this
square is the presentation of groups of mariachis who interpreted for visitors and travelers the best songs rancheras in
Exchange for a tip.

plazas
Squares.    1- Plural of square.    2- Surname of Spanish origin. 

plátano pícaro
Rogue banana: In Colombia, piece of plantain that is half cooked and then will fry with Brad smell and brown sugar.



please
Please: ( pronounce plis )  English word which in Spanish translates: please.

plebedad
Plebedad .    ( feminine noun ) .    Bad word, vulgarity, obscenity. 

plegamiento
Folding: m.   (Geol.  )  Formation of a mountain range or a crash of the land by the action of tangential orogenic thrusts
that compress the primitively horizontal layers against a land mass sets, forcing the layers to bend, rise and crack.

pleque pleque
In the colloquial language a " pleque pleque " It is a get, a brawl, a flurry.

pletoria
pletoria is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Pretoria" being its meaning:<br>City of South Africa, capital of
the province of Gauteng, North of Johannesburg. 2,500,000 inhabitants approximately. Archbishopric, University of
Pretoria, airport.

plomera
Plomera: (Colloquial ) Shooting, shooting.

plumofobia
Plumophobia.     ( s .    F.  ) Discrimination suffered by a homosexual from another homosexual. 

pluscuamperfecto
Pluscuamperfect : ( m .  ) Time of the verb that expresses a past action that occurred before another past action. 
Example : In the phrase "When the child arrived he had already eaten", he had eaten is the plusquamperfect of the verb
"eat".

pluscuamperfecto
Pluscuamperfect : ( m .  ) Time of the verb that expresses a past action that occurred before another past action. 
Example : In the phrase "When the child arrived he had already eaten", he had eaten is the plusquamperfect of the verb
"eat".

pneuma
Greek word meaning breath.

poco
Little : 1- Scarce amount of something.  Example: Do you want flan? , there is a little bit left.     2- Scarce in quantity or
quality.  Example: I only want salad and a piece of meat because I'm not hungry.     Antonym: a lot. 

poco hombre
Man of little worth, low man, ruthless man, man bad habits and behavior.



pocón pocón
Pocon: Word used in colloquial language as augmentative of some, and when using the pocon pocon expression is
meant: " little, little 34.

poderdante
Grantor: Person giving power or faculty to represent her in a lawsuit or in any other action.

poetista
poetista is incorrectly written and should be written as poet being its meaning: poet: woman who composed poetry.

poker
It is a beer brewed and bottled by Bavaria, Colombian Brewing Company.

pol
Pol , is a masculine given name of Spanish origin.  It is also the Castilianized form of the masculine given name of
English origin Paul. 

pol qué
It is the way of pronouncing the expression "why?" , typical of the inhabitants of Puerto Rico and some regions of
Venezuela. 

pol qué?
Pol What? , is the way Puerto Ricans pronounce the interrogative expression, why? , 

police
Police is an English word that translates : police in Spanish.

polichada
The polichada is a replacement that is made to restore the painting of a vehicle. It consists of removing light scratches,
dealing directly with the surface layer of paint damage.

policía acostado
It is known colloquially as a policeman lying to a boss of concrete that it is located on streets and highways to force
drivers to slow down in that area.

policía montada
In Colombia, the Group of mounted police is a police group that patrols riding in rural and urban areas where access by
vehicles is a bit difficult

policía naval militar
In Colombia, the Naval Military Police (PNM) is the unit of the Armed Forces in charge of naval military operations. 

policlínica



Policlinic: ( f.  ) Medical Center of public or private character in which different specialty medical and surgical services
are provided.

polidactilia
Polydactyly is a genetic malformation for which a human or an animal is born with more fingers that deserves. This
malformation can occur in the hand or foot.

polifuncional
Multifunctional: ( adj.   ) That meets or it can fulfill various functions.

polio
Polio.   Shortening or apocope of the word polio. 

politiquero
A politiquero is any individual that is involved in politics but that does not consider the ideal of politics as art work for the
good of the community, but uses the political methods for their own benefit, and sometimes also for the benefit of his
family and friends.

politizar
Politicize : ( v .  Tr.  ) Give guidance or political content to actions, initiatives or thoughts, which generally do not.

politólogo
Polytologist ( ga ) .   Expert on political issues.

politraumatismo
Polytrauma .    ( s .   m .  ) A set of injuries caused simultaneously by an accident. 

politraumatizado
A patient polytraumathized is one that has two or more injury traumatic peripheral, visceral, or complex, involving a
respiratory or circulatory impact that pose risk to the integrity and the life of the patient.

polizei
Polizei : Word of German origin which in Spanish is translated : Police .

polígrafo
Polygraph: m. called erroneously " 34 lie detector; is a device that records a set of physiological variables in the body of
a person who is subjected to cross-examination for having allegedly committed a crime.

polla
Dick: (s. f.)  ) Young chicken that does not even eggs or who just recently started to get them.

pollera colorada
1. More or less red skirt. 2. "The pollera colorá ": is a song by Colombian folklore, of the authorship of the coastal



composer Wilson Choperena. This song is very well known and famous in South America because it begins with a cry: "
ayyy to the beat of the drums...  "

pollería
1- Commercial premises where chickens, chickens, turkeys and other edible birds are sold, live and slaughtered.    2-
Restaurant where chicken is sold, especially roast chicken and fried chicken.

pollerón
Pollerón: 1 - as a noun is a large skirt.    2. as the adjective applies to the gossiper man, storyteller, which is a "and
takes".

pollita
Chicken : 1- Diminutive cock (young hen) 2- Popular jargon, young girl, pretty girl.

pollito
In some countries in Central and South America, told Chick, bun or bollito a woman beautiful and voluptuous body.

pollo del ansar
Chicken from the ansaar is the squab or breeding of this bird.

pollo irra
Pollo Irra (or Pollo Isra) is the nickname with which vallenato singer Rafael Orozco introduced his partner and compadre
Israel Romero.

pollo isra
"Pollo Isra", was the nickname with which the singer of vallenata music, Rafael Orozco called his partner, accordionist
and compadre Israel Romero. 

pollote
Chicken.   1- Increased chicken.    2- Cipote Pollete, is the name of a chicken farm, in Barranquilla, Colombia. 

polo a tierra
The ground pole, also called grounding is a protection system for all appliances, devices or appliances connected to the
electrical network.  This protection mechanism consists of several metal parts that are installed underground, mainly at
the entrance of the houses. 

polonuevero
It is the gentile of people born in the municipality of Polonuevo, in the department of Atlántico in Colombia. 

polvito
1- Diminutive of dust .    2- A fast, quick powder. 

polvo carnavalero



Carnival powder is a powder manufactured and distributed exclusively to be used in the Carnival of Barranquilla,
Colombia, where there is a rooted habit among people, which consists of spread or sprayed some substances in the hair
and face during the days of Carnival; until some years ago it was used " maizena " it is a corn flour to prepare food for
babies.  This occurred to any entrepreneur or trader manufacture and sell this TALC which nowadays is widely used in
the above party.

polvo carnavalero
In Colombia, specifically in Barranquilla, is known as powder Carnival to the sexual act performed during the Carnival
festivities, especially when it's a moment of passion before, during or after a night of dancing and fun in any of such
holidays ( Saturday, Sunday, Monday or Tuesday of Carnival ).

polvo mañanero
Colloquially known as morning powder to sexual intercourse conducted between 5 and 6 in the morning. The scientific
name of the morning powder is morning sex.

polvorería
A polvorería is a commercial establishment that sold Fireworks and all kinds of fireworks game made with gunpowder.

polvorero
Polvorero ( and 41 polvorera; : Person who is engaged in the sale of gunpowder.

polvorete
In the colloquial language, take a polvorete is to have a sexual encounter.

ponchar
Striking: ( vb.  ) Drill some inflated like a tire, a ball or a balloon object.

poncharello
In 34 television series; Chips " Frank Poncharello was a California Highway Patrol officer ( U.S.A.  ) or motorized patrol,
who along with teammate John Baker, traveled different roads and roads trying to maintain order. This series was
starring Erik Estrada ( Poncharello ) and Larry Wilcox ( John Baker ).

ponciano
Ponciano Castro is the name of a Colombian former footballer.  Together with the Argentine goalkeeper Antonio
Carusso he was part of the payroll of the team Deportivo Independiente Medellín ( D . I . M .  ) in 1974. 

ponedera
Ponedera: Municipality of the Atlántico Department, in Colombia, located to the East of the Department, to the side of
the Eastern road. 20.000 inhabitants approximately. Agriculture is the main economic activity of its inhabitants.

poner a alguien como camote
In Mexico, putting someone as sweet potato is put it in place, putting a " tatequieto " by reprimands, blows or insults.

poner a parir



It is an expression used in the colloquial language, means: make someone despair, do it to bother, that it is stress,
which is altare or worry.

poner buena cara
It is to make a friendly gesture of joy, satisfaction, enthusiasm.

poner cara
Upset by something or someone: "When I told my assistant that he had to stay to work, put face ".

poner cebo
It is an expression used in the savannas of Bolivar, Sucre and Cordoba, in Colombia, and that means: annoy, tease

poner el dedo en la llaga
Play a crucial and urgent issue.

poner los ganchos
In Venezuela in the colloquial language used this expression meaning seize; capture and put handcuffs to an offender or
accused.

poner mala cara
Is making a gesture of disgust, pucker the brow, put face of anger.

poner pereque
In the colloquial language, perequê is harass, annoy.

ponerse la camiseta
This expression means that the person who discussed must deliver their best to defend the interests of a company, an
institution or any project undertaken together. Its origin is in the football.

ponerse la gorra
Become belligerent a person.

ponerse las botas
Please boots ( or, the jumpsuit ) It is ready for a day's work, with enthusiasm, with joy.

poni
Poni (English Source Word ) Small Size Horse .

ponqué
A ponque is a cake whose main ingredients are: flour, eggs and sugar.

ponqué



A ponque is a cake whose main ingredients are: flour, eggs and sugar.

pontífice
Pontiff : In the Catholic religion, title given to the bishops and especially to the Pope.

pony
Pony Malta is a soda drink non-alcoholic, malt, produced and distributed by Bavaria brewery in Colombia-based.

ponzoña
Venom.     ( f .  ) Substance that intoxicates the body

pop music
English expression which in Spanish translates " 34 pop music;

popeye
Popeye is a fictional character and main protagonist of the series of cartoons of the same name. Their main diet was
based on spinach. To consume this food, Popeye acquired huge skill and strength, allowing him to confront and defeat
his eternal enemy and rival Bluto.

popeye
Popeye is a fictional character and main protagonist of the series of cartoons of the same name. Their main diet was
based on spinach. To the consume this food, Popeye acquired an ability and a force thumping, what you allowed face is
and defeat to his eternal enemy and rival Bluto.

popó
You poop: m. name given to human excrement, especially to the children's and bebecitos.

popularizar
Popularize : ( v .  Tr.  ) Make someone or something popular. 

popurri
Popurri or best medley (with tilde), is a word of French origin.  Musical composition consisting of a series of fragments of
various songs.

por allá
By that place beyond.

por aquí
On this side, for this place, here.

por doquier
It is an adverbial expression that means: everywhere, everywhere, everywhere.



por ende
Thus: therefore, for that reason.

por favor no te vayas
Por Favor No Te Vayas (Please Don ' t Do ) Is the name of a song of the genus ballad, performed by the American
Group KC & Sunshine Band. This song was recorded in Spanish and English.

por favor, defíname año nuevo
The new year is a traditional celebration which celebrates the arrival of a new year. The celebration can begin on the
night of December 31 and extend until the early hours of the morning of January 1.

por fis
By Fis, it is an expression that is becoming frequently used among gomelos and gomelas, who use it as an abbreviation
for "please". 

por la mañana
In the opening hours from 06:00 A.M. to 12:00 M.D.

por las bravas
It is an adverbial expression that means: by force.

por las malas
Violently or by force.

por qué se llaman testigos de jehová?
It is believed that Jehovah's name originates in the biblical account of 43-10 Isais textually says: "You are my witnesses,
my deer who I've chosen so that I know and have faith in my and so they will understand that I am the same, before me
was formed any God, and after my continues without him; I am Lord ( Dios ) and off I do not there is Savior ".

por qué se llaman testigos de jehová?
Correction: The biblical account in mention is in Isaiah 43-10.

por qué se produce la ansiedad?
Anxiety is a mental state that is characterized by a great concern, intense despair or concern or extreme insecurity.
Some of the causes that produce anxiety are: any hallucinogenic drugs, the presence of a disease, a State of maximum
stress, uncertainty by the imminence of a story or one fact that is negative or positive, among others.

por último
Finally: ( exp. Advisor.  ) Finally, after all.

porcelanato
The porcelain is a ceramic material that is produced from the alloy of quartz, clay and other materials, and which is used
for covering floors and walls.



porfa
Porfa: Word used in the colloquial language, and that means " please 34.

porfi
The word " porfi " It should not be used as apocope, abbreviation, or diminutive of " please " However it is used in the
colloquial language, especially by women.

porfis
Porfis: Word used in the colloquial language, and that means: please.

porky
Porky is a character from cartoon from WARNER Bros. Pictures Inc. It is a small pig which main feature stutters when
speaking.

porno
Porn: Is abbreviated the word pornography and everything that is pornographic or contains pornography: porn
magazine, porn movie, Porn actress.

porquerisa
Correct writing "piggery", is a stable for pigs breeding.  Synonyms: cochiquera, pigpen, pigpen.

porrazo
Baton : ( s .   M.  ) 1- Hit with a baton .    2- Hit with a heavy object.   3- Blow that is given by someone when falling .

porrocumbé
Porrocumbé is a musical rhythm typical of some regions of South America, it is a kind of fusion of joint and cumbia.

porta-folio
Porta-Folio is incorrectly written and should be written as 'portfolio or portfolios' its meaning:<br>Portfolio or portfolios:
m. small Briefcase of rectangular and flat, which is carried in the hand and used to carry papers, documents, books,
letters, etc.

porta-voz
spokesman is incorrectly written, and should be written as "spokesperson" being its meaning:<br>Spokesman: 1 -
official who is authorized to communicate officially a news or opinion from a Government, an institution or an institution.
2. a person who speaks on behalf of a community.

portabilidad
Portability.    ( s .  F.  ) It is the action of moving a cell phone number from one telephone company to another.

portaligas
Suspender: Turn inside sensual feminine belt with several leagues with which are fastened Middle evenings. Synonym:
garter belts.



porteño
Buenos Aires and Buenos Aires: person born in Puerto Santander, in the Department of Santander, Colombia.

portero de fútbol en inglés
Soccer goalkeeper expression can be translated in English as " 34 goalkeeper;

portorro
Portorro is the abbreviation that sometimes referred to Puerto Rico in the colloquial language.

pos-data
Better, Posdata.   Text that is added to a letter already completed and signed.

poseído
A possessed man or a woman possessed is a person who is under the control and command of a spirit, especially when
it is an evil spirit.

poseído
Owned and possessed: ( adjs.  ) A person who is dominated by an impulse, a feeling or a certain State of mind.

posesionarse
Take ownership, move.   ( Not to be confused with " position "  ).

posicionarse
Locate a person in a certain position. Not to be confused with " obtain " that is another thing.

posición 69
Referred to as " 69 34 position; sexual practice in which the man and the woman are made simultaneously and mutual
oral sex, which corresponds to a cunnilingus and fellatio.

posición del misionero
In sexual intercourse, the missionary position is the position in which man is on top of the female. In this position the
penetration is deeper and more pleasant when the knees of women reach to rub her nipples. It is believed that this is the
best position when it comes to conceiving a baby.

positive
Positive , is an English word that in Spanish translates : positive

pospago
A cellular plan postpaid or postpaid is the one in the pay after having used the included minutes;  the payment is usually
done each month.

posparto
Postpartum is the period that begins after childbirth and who can understand the next 24 hours, the first five days or two



weeks after the event.

posso
Posso, is a surname of Italian origin, which can be found in some countries of America.

postazo
In football, a postazo is that play in which the ball to be kicked by a player crashes against any of the posts or sticks of
goalkeeping, either against the horizontal or either of the two vertical.

postazo
A " postazo " It is also a blow given with a pole.

postema
A postema is an abscess pus that can be formed in some parts of the body. Synonym: ulcer.

postemilla
Postemilla: f. abscess forming in the gums.

postura
Position: f. at right, sum of money that a person must deposit to orders of a court to participate in a diligence of auction
of real estate. This amount may not be less to twenty per cent of the total value of the asset to be mended.

pote
In some regions of Colombia to jail is called pot in colloquial language: Juanchito they caught him stealing and is now in
the pot.

potra
Filly: f. common name given to the inguinal hernia that has fallen to the scrotum.

potranca
A filly is a small mare, three years old or less.

potrillo
Colt, is the nickname that the Mexican singer Alejandro Fernández is known.

potroso
Potroso (sa ) 1- In colloquial language, lucky person, who has good luck.   2- Individual who has an inguinal hernia that
has lowered him to the scrotum.

pozoblanco
Pozoblanco, is the name of a municipality of Spain, located in the province of Córdoba; has a population of
approximately 20. 000 inhabitants.



pozón
The pool is the name of a populous neighborhood in the city of Cartagena, Colombia.

pozón
The pool is the name of a populous neighborhood in the city of Cartagena, Colombia.

pozón
A pool is a large well.

pozuela
Pozuela: f. hollow in a land where dam dirty water. Synonym: pond.

pozuelo
Pozuelo: m. small well. Dirty water hole located on land, where it is retained. Synonym: puddle.

pódium
Podium: ( m.  ) Platform or dais on which rises the triumphant in certain sports competitions, especially in cycling.

pra
Pra is the onomatopoeia that imitates the sound produced by a blow or by the fall of an object from a medium or high
height. 

prada
Prada is a surname of Spanish origin. 

pre-colombino
Pre-Columbian: That happened or existed before the arrival of Cristóbal Colón in America.

precario
Pauperrimo, poor.

preciosa
Gorgeous: Beautiful, beautiful, beautiful.

preciosura
Preciousness: ( f.  ) Woman or beautiful thing.

precipitarse
Contact something or someone of abrupt, sudden and violent way towards a place; It is said especially when it is a fall
from a significant height.

preciso y conciso



Exact, clear and brief.

precolombino
It happened or existed before Christopher Columbus came to America.

predominante
Predominantly: ( adj.  ) It predominates, it excels: "Yellow is the color predominantbe on the facade of the Department
store ".

prelado
Prelate : Cleric who has received a higher position in the Catholic Church.

premier
Premier: Form castallanizada from the French word premiere.   Referred to as premier (or release) to the first broadcast
of a film or television work.

premio gordo
It's the lottery jackpot.

premio mayor
The jackpot, also called the jackpot, is the largest prize paid by the lottery to a bettor. 

premio seco
It is a smaller prize, independent of the jackpot, that pays the lottery to a stake.

premium
Premium: (Word of English ) It is an adjective that applies to a service or product of consumption which is very good or
high in importance, quality, or category. The synonym of premium in Spanish are: excellent, excellent, etc.

prendarse
Then on it: (v.  pron.  ) Fall for a person or thing.

prepago
A prepaid cell plan is one that anticipates the amount of consumption of a day, a week or a month.  The advance
payment can be made through a recharge or purchase a card called card prepaid or prepared card.

prescindir
Taking into account a person: "They reported on their work that they got by without their services, in other words, he was
dismissed. 2. Do not take into account one thing: " during the meeting, the director of the company dispensed with the
subtopics and tried to only what is important.

preseminal
The pre-seminal fluid, also called pre-ejaculatory fluid is a viscous and colorless secretion that man expels through the



penis urethra in tiny amounts during sexual arousal and before ejaculation.

presidenciable
A person who can become President or presidential candidate.

presindir
He is written to dispense with and means: to take into account a person: they reported on their work that they got by
without their services, in other words, he was dismissed. 2. Do not take into account one thing: during the meeting, the
director of the company dispensed with the subtopics and tried to only what is important.

prestidigitadora
Magician and prestidigitator: person who makes sleight of hand and all kinds of magic tricks, especially if it is dedicated
to this activity in a professional manner.

pretérito
Preterite : ( s .  M.  ) Verbal time presenting the action as performed in the past

pretinazo
Pretinazo: ( m.  ) 1. in the colloquial language, feeling that is experienced to a fact that causes discomfort or annoyance,
especially in the economic field: " With the increase in the value of gasoline, when I went to tank truck, I felt the
pretinazo ". 2. sharp blow given with something, especially with the waistband of the pants. Synonyms: Mamonazo,
perrencazo.

prevee
Perhaps he meant be. Expected: vb. Believe that something is going to happen: "I anticipate that the boys will go out
tonight because they are arranging her and dressing with 34 new clothes;.  2. Take appropriate measures to deal with
something.

preventista
A preventista is a salesman who previously visit trade establishments and takes orders which then will be sent by the
Department of shipping and delivery of the distribution company.

previsión
Forecast: f. action and effect predict, take steps to deal with any future difficulties.

prima de navidad
It is a special bonus or extra bonus paying companies to employees at Christmas time, is usually cancelled between 15
and 20 December.

prima noche
It is called "prima noche" to the first part of the night.  In Colombia, for example, it is the period between 6 : 30 and 8 : 00
PM . 

primado



Primate ( da ) 1- Bishop or archbishop who has preeminence over the other bishops and archbishops of a country.   2-
Primate or related to it.

primado
Primate ( da ) 1- Bishop or archbishop who has preeminence over the other bishops and archbishops of a country.    2-
Primate or related to it.

primer
First : ( adj .  ) First, a first, which is prepended to the noun

primer hombre
According to the Bible, Adam was the first man to inhabit the Earth.  It was done by God on the sixth day of creation.

primer impacto
It is the name of a television program on the Univision television network in the United States of America. 

primer palo
In football, the first stick is the vertical of the goal which is useful right of the goalkeeper.

primer tiempo
In football, the first half is the initial period of play, which lasts 45 minutes; after the first half the two teams go on a break
that lasts 15 minutes, and then start the second half. 

primera
1- Person or thing that precedes others of your species in order, time, place, class, or hierarchy.    2- Ali Primera is the
stage name of a Venezuelan musician and singer, whose first name was Ely Rafael Primera Rossell.  He was the singer
of the group Los Guaraguao. 

primera clase
Superior quality or refinement of a thing.  It is also often said "Class A" and "First Category". 

primera dama
In some countries the first lady is the spouse of the President.

primeramente
Firstly : ( adv .  ) First of all, first of all.

primerísimo
It is the superlative of first, refers to everything that occupies the first place.

primero
First (and first).    Person or thing that precedes the others of its kind in order, time, place, class or hierarchy. 



primeros auxilios
This name is given to emergency assistance provided to a person in the event of an accident or sudden illness.

primis
Primis, is a very particular form of a gomela, to call or refer to your cousin.

primito
Cousin is the diminutive form of cousin.

primo segundo
1- The second cousin is the child of the cousin or cousin of the father or mother.   2- The denomination of second cousin
is also given to the son of the cousin or the cousin. 

prisma
Silvia Tapia Alcazar, better known as Prism, is a singer Mexican. He played a Duet with Joan Sebastian song " hear "
musical hit of the 1980s.

probadora de billetes
A banknote tester is a small machine used to detect counterfeit banknotes; it is provided with an ultraviolet light lamp
and operates with 110 voltage. 

probióticos
Probiotic foods are foods with added living microorganisms that remain active in the intestine and have significant
physiological effects that may have beneficial effects, as contributing to the balance of the intestinal microbiota of the
host, and boost your immune system. Examples of probiotic foods are fresh yoghurts and other fermented milks.

problema de faldas
Refers to a problem or mess facing at a given moment a man by being immersed in a romantic relationship with a
woman, especially when such a woman is married or committed.

problema gordo
A big problem is a big problem, a problem of huge proportions that affects one or more persons.

productos de una abarroteria
At a grocery sold among other items, canned food, spices, toilet paper, canned, beans, etc.

proenzima
Proenzyme: f. (Quim.  ) Inert substance which, by the action of the enzimasas, it becomes to ferment.

proesa
PROESA is incorrectly written, and should be written as "feat" being its meaning:<br>Feat: f. feat, courage or action
courageous, heroic action.



profe
Teacher: Abbreviation of teacher and teacher. Very often used in soccer to nominate a team technical director.

profesional de la medicina
A medical professional is a doctor.

profesional del volante
A steering wheel professional is a person who drives a motor vehicle, may be a truck, tractor, semi bus, bus, buseton,
minibus, van, van, taxi, dump truck, private automobile, etc., and therefore earn a salary.

profesorado
Joint Faculty of an educational institution.

profilaxis
Prophylaxis: f. dental procedure to prevent the occurrence of dental caries, carried out by the specialist, which consists
in removing plaque, dental calculus and Tartar ( if this has formed ). When the patient is a child ( na ) the dentist will
proceed to apply sealants. Synonym: Dental hygiene.

prometida
Promised or promised: ( m. and f.  )  A person who is engaged to marry another.

promo
Promo: Apocope of promotion.

promotora
Developer or promoter: that promotes or promotes. Applies especially to the selling that at a point of sale displays the
characteristics, advantages and qualities of a product to influence the purchase of the same.

promotora de chance
A chance promoter, also called chance booster, or simply bolitera is a woman who is engaged in the sale and promotion
of the chance game, which is a gambling like the lottery.   In Colombia, the name bolitera originates because here the
chance game is popularly known as "bolita".

pronóstico reservado
In medicine, a reserved Outlook is one that is uncertain or presumed a negative outcome for the patient.

pronunciarse
Broadcast concept or sentence a judge, Tribunal or Court of Justice.

pronunciarse
Broadcast concept or sentence a judge, Tribunal or Court of Justice.

proparar



Preparing Word is not part of the Spanish language, however some people are used to it, giving the meaning of " the
Middle stop ": "Alberto was on the motorcycle, and arriving at the House proparo and then followed their 34 road;

propuso
He proposed: ( past propose )   "My brother asked me to assist him in office ".

proselitismo
Proselytism: m. desire or effort to win followers for a social movement, a cause or a doctrine.

proselitismo político
Effort or desire that a politician tries to convince and gain followers, to thus ensure the greatest number of votes in the
elections in which he will participate as a candidate.

prostituta
The word prostitute the same as the synonym "whore" are slightly swear and pejorative terms, especially when applied
as adjectives to those women who practice prostitution.  That is why, to protect the dignity of these women, they are now
often called sex workers or paid escorts.

proteinas
Albuminoidal substances incorporated in its entirety by the union of numerous elementary compounds called amino
acids. These substances are important for the formation of the tissues of the body

prototipo
Prototype: ( m.  ) Person or thing which brings together the main characteristics of certain types of things and can
represent them.

provisto
Provided: That carrying or have something or anything that needed or required for any activity: police officers came
equipped with machine guns.

provivienda
In any country could be the name of a government agency where are handled and delivered housing subsidies to
low-income people.

prójimo según la biblia
According to the Bible, the neighbor is every human being, i.e. our similar, a neighbor friend, etc.  In fact, in some
biblical passages are phrases " our neighbor " " 34 Arish; " my neighbor ".  For example, in Luke 10, 25-37 Jesus tells
his disciples: " You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, with all your soul, with all your strength and with all
your mind; and your neighbor as yourself ".

prueba ácida
In accounting, the acid test is an accounting analysis that is done to determine the solvency of a company in the short
term.



prueba de embarazo
A pregnancy test is a technique used to search for the hypothetical signs allowing to confirm a pregnancy.

prueba de tamizaje
In medicine, the tests of screening are measurements or tracking that is make to a patient to establish if can suffer
certain disease or not. For example, when the medical in a consultation is that the patient has the pressure blood slightly
high, you ordered that during them eight days following go to a since of health so a nurse you measure the pressure
blood in each day, it record and to them eight days you carry them results, with them in medical will know if the patient is
hypertensive or not.

psicoactivo
Psychoactive and psychoactive: ( adj.  ) Affecting awareness, motor skills and mental activity. Example: Psychoactive
substance, psychoactive drug.

psicoanalista
Psychoanalyst: m. and f. psychologist or psychologist practicing psychoanalysis.

psicotrópica
A substance or drug psychotropic is the substance or drug psychoactive or hallucinogenic.

psilosis
Psilosis: ( f.  ) A chronic disease, mainly characterized by acute diarrhea and stomatitis.

ptj
P T. j.: In Venezuela, Judicial technical police acronyms.   (Group police secret judicial inquiries ).

publicista
A person who works in advertising. 

puche
Puche is a surname of Spanish origin.  This surname can be found in some regions of Colombia.

pucho
A butt ( puchito in diminutive ) is a small amount of something; for example, a cigarette of rice, water, etc.

pudín
In the colloquial language, a pudding is a call of attention, scolding or reprimand.

pueblecito
A small village is a small town, much smaller than a small town. 

pueblito
Small town : 1- Diminutive village .    2- Small town.    3- Name of a neighborhood of the city of Barranquilla .



puebloviejero
Puebloviejero: (and puebloviejera) person born in the municipality of Puebloviejo, in the Department of Magdalena in
Colombia.

puebloviejero
Puebloviejero: (and puebloviejera) person born in the municipality of Puebloviejo, in the Department of Magdalena in
Colombia.

puente de reyes
In Colombia, is known as Kings bridge to the first weekend of the month of January that is the weekend that celebrates
the arrival of the three kings Magi to the place of birth of the child Jesus or Christ child.

puente festivo
Referred to as bridge holiday or long weekend that weekend that Monday is a holiday.

puerperio fisiologico
Nifaas or quarantine is called to the period of time that lasts the full recovery of the female reproductive tract after
childbirth. This period lasts between 40 and 45 days, hence its synonym of quarantine.

puerta a puerta
1- The door-to-door service is that service in which a product or article is collected by the transport company at the door
of the commercial establishment in charge of the sale, and delivered at the door of the buyer's home.    2- It is a
transport service, sometimes informal, in which the passenger is picked up at the door of his home and left at the door of
the place of destination. 

puerta falsa
In some populations of the Colombian coast, the houses of straw or Palm they did a small door in the room. This door
communicated directly with the courtyard of the House. This small door they called backdoor. I must say that these
houses of straw consisted only of living room and a bedroom; the kitchen, bathroom and everything else was in the
courtyard.

puertorro
Puertorro, is one of the names given to Puerto Rico in the colloquial language.   The other name that is also known this
island is borinquen.

puesto de monaguillo
An altar boy is a boy who helps or assists the priest, especially in the celebration of the mass.

puff
Puff: English word which in Spanish translates: puff, Snort, breath.

pulguero
A " pulguero " It is a sale and auction of balances at very low price in a commercial establishment.



pull
Pull: English word which in Spanish translates: pull ( pull ).

pulzo
Pulzo, is the name of a digital media that operates from Colombia.  It is owned by the Santo Domingo Group. 

pum
Pum : Onomatopeya that mimics the sound of a stampede or a dry stroke. 

pum!
Onomatopoeia of the sound of a shot.

punible
Punishable: adj. That deserves to be punished and punished criminally. Example: Conduct punishable, punishable
action. Synonym: crime.

punta gorda
The fat tip, also called punta de anca is the piece of meat without bones in the lower part of the hindquarter of the
carcass. This meat is tender and very soft is used especially in the preparation of the steak and grilling charcoal or
grilled.

puntero derecho
In football, the right pointer is the front that is located on the right side, close to the opposing goal in attack position.

puntero izquierdo
In football, the left pointer is front projected attack on the left side of the Court. This front was previously marked with
number 11, and main feature only kicked with the left-handed.

puntita
Tip: Diminutive of tip.

punto blanco
In football, the white dot, also called criminal point is the point located in all the center of the large area, twelve steps
from the goal; like the rest of the demarcation of the field of play, is made with lime, hence its white color.

punto g
G-spot: So-called point located at the entrance or on the inside of the vagina, in which women get greater sexual
pleasure.

punto negro
A black dot is a smear or Shin of dark color that appears in some areas of the face, especially in the nose. These spots
or pimples are caused by the accumulation of fat, tallow, and dirt.



punto penal
In football, is called criminal point to the white point located in the call, " 34 large area; Twelve steps from the goal; It is
the point from where the penalty kick or penalty is charged.

puñalada trapera
Treason, dirty trick. In this way, when someone says: " received a stabbing " to say he was the victim of a taicion.

puñaleta
Punaleta: f. weapon of steel, smaller than the dagger, short, sharp blade, which only hurts with the tip.

puñera
Limit: f. in the colloquial language, a limit is a beating with fists.

pupi
Pupi: Apocope of ward.

pupitrazo
Pupitrazo: ( m.  ) Beat with a mixer.

pura paja
Talk about pure straw i.e. lies, is talking vascuencias, stupidities, things without sense or logical.

puré
Puree : ( s .   M.  ) Stew that is made with cooked and crushed foods.

puré de papa
Pasta or I stew which is made with cooked and shredded potato.

purgatorio
1- In the Catholic religion, place where the souls of the deceased purge their sins before going to glory.   2- Place,
sometimes imaginary, where hardships are similar. 

purina
Purine : ( feminine noun ) 1- In biochemistry, nitrogenous base formed by two heterocyclic rings .   2- Purina is the brand
of an animal feed, especially to be supplied to so-called chickens and broilers.    3- In popular jargon they say "purine" to
that person who suffers from infertility. 

purísima
Purisima is the name of a municipality in Colombia, located in the Department of Córdoba. Its main economic activities
are cattle raising and agriculture.

pusilanime
coward is incorrectly written and should be written as coward being his meaning: Coward: (adj.  ) It says who lacks



value, boldness or courage to do something.

puta
It is a dirty word, especially when applied as an adjective to the woman who is a sex worker.  That is why, to protect the
dignity of this woman, now is commonly called Lady's company.  On the other hand, this word is used in female or male
and singular or plural to express anger, mainly in situations where something has gone wrong or when something has
been misplaced or lost.  Examples: "I cannot find the keys to whores".  "I lost the bet bitch."   "Again went off the fucking
truck", etc.

putas
Hookers: Plural of a bitch.  Derogatory way to call a woman who engages in prostitution.  This adjective is still more
disparaging than "prostitute".  Therefore, to protect the dignadad these women, now are often called "ladies of
company".

puteada
A puteada is a rude insult. 

putear
Putear, in popular jargon, treat someone as "son of a bitch" or "little girl". 

putiar
Treating someone with profanity. 

puto
Fucking : 1- It is a widely used adjective in popular jargon in Argentina, where they apply it to anything.  Example: "The
fucking car doesn't want to start" .   2- Man engaged in prostitution.

puyar el burro
It is a colloquial expression that means: leave a place.


